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With the goal of applying derivative spectral analysis vices using only a few, carefully selected and usually dis-
continuous wavebands. The four-band MSS, the seven-to analyze high-resolution, spectrally continuous remote

sensing data, several smoothing and derivative computa- band TM, and the three-band SPOT are typical of this
type of imaging system. Data generated by multispectraltion algorithms have been reviewed and modified to de-

velop a set of cross-platform spectral analysis tools. Em- sensors have been valuable sources of remote sensing
data, and numerous effective methods have been devel-phasis was placed on exploring different smoothing and

derivative algorithms to extract spectral details from oped and applied successfully for spatial or spectral anal-
ysis of these data, usually derived from established meth-spectral data sets. A modular program was created to

perform interactive derivative analysis. This module cal- ods in multivariate statistics (Duda and Hart, 1973;
Richards, 1993).culated derivatives using either a convolution (Savitzky–

Golay) or finite divided difference approximation algo- When higher resolution, spectrally continuous re-
mote sensing data (e.g., AVIRIS—Airborne Visible/Infra-rithm. Spectra were smoothed using one of the three

built-in smoothing algorithms (Savitzky–Golay smooth- red Imaging Spectrometer) became available, researchers
in remote sensing tended to select suitable bands to opti-ing, Kawata–Minami smoothing, and mean-filter smooth-

ing) prior to the derivative computation procedures. Lab- mize the existing algorithms of multispectral data analysis
(Hoffbeck and Landgrebe, 1993) or to generate new al-oratory spectral data were used to test the performance
gorithms based on traditional multispectral conceptsof the implemented derivative analysis module. An algo-
(Chappelle et al., 1992; Curran et al., 1992; Martin andrithm for detecting the absorption band positions was ex-
Aber, 1993; Peñuelas et al., 1994). However, typicalecuted on synthetic spectra and a soybean fluorescence
multispectral analysis methods treat each spectral bandspectrum to demonstrate the usage of the implemented
as an independent variable—a reasonable assumption formodules in extracting spectral features. Issues related to
multispectral data, but not really appropriate for hyper-smoothing and spectral deviation caused by the smooth-
spectral data. Only a few researchers have tried to em-ing or derivative computation algorithms were also ob-
ploy approaches commonly used in spectroscopy (Talsky,served and are discussed. A scaling effect, resulting from
1994) or have manipulated data as truly spectrally contin-the migration of band separations when using the finite
uous data (Demetriades-Shah et al., 1990).divided difference approximation derivative algorithm,

Not all methods used in spectroscopy can be directlycan be used to enhance spectral features at the scale of
adapted to remote sensing analysis because there are sig-specified sampling interval and remove noise or features
nificant differences between these two types of data.smaller than the sampling interval. Elsevier Science
Data used in spectroscopy are usually collected underInc., 1998
controlled laboratory conditions with full control of the
intensity and spectral distribution of the illumination as
well as viewing geometry. The sample has usually beenINTRODUCTION
prepared to enhance detection of the target substance.

Until relatively recently, imaging remote sensing systems A single sample is assumed to be homogenous and uni-
have been limited to multispectral devices, that is, de- formly illuminated over the viewing area. Finally labora-

tory procedures usually involve the use of a standard.
This may be a reflection, absorption, or fluorescence
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collected using natural illumination. In most cases, the dled by an invariant procedure over the spectrum. Ka-
spatial resolution for a single pixel is greater than several wata and Minami (1984), argued that, since random
meters in diameter (often several tens of meters), and it noise usually varies over the spectrum, polynomial curve-
is rare for a single object or target feature to fill any one fitting might alter the signal waveform instead of elimi-
pixel. Even the topography may vary over a single pixel. nating the noise. They presented an alternative based on
Thus, the characteristics of any pixel can rarely be con- minimizing the mean-squared error. The process is es-
sidered truly homogenous. The spectral resolution of sentially a locally variable filter which is adjusted for the
hyperspectral systems is usually lower (0.005–0.01 lm) local signal-to-noise ratio in order to smooth the target
than that of laboratory spectrophotometers and is usually spectrum point by point.
not constant over the spectrum. Furthermore, references Another commonly used smoothing algorithm is the
with known properties for hyperspectral remote sensing mean-filter algorithm, which also locally smooths data
data are difficult to obtain. Laboratory references may within a predetermined smoothing window but without
sometimes be helpful (Gamon et al., 1992), but they are any polynomial curve-fitting or least-mean-square proce-
not always effective in reducing noise because of illumi- dure in the smoothing computation. Instead, a mean-fil-
nation differences and atmospheric effects. Because of ter uses the mean value of samples within the local
these differences, it is first necessary to examine thor- smoothing window as the new value of the middle sam-
oughly some particular algorithms spectroscopists have pling point in the smoothing window.
been using in order to adapt them to remote sensing Neither Kawata and Minami’s algorithm nor the
spectral analysis successfully. mean-filter algorithm compute derivatives. Therefore, a

Among the techniques that have been developed in separate derivative computation module is necessary for
spectroscopy, derivative analysis is particularly promising performing derivative spectral analysis (Demetriades-
for use with remote sensing data. Derivatives of second Shah et al., 1990). One alternative is a simple “finite di-
order or higher should be relatively insensitive to varia- vided difference approximation” of the derivative (Cha-
tions in illumination intensity whether caused by changes pra and Canale, 1988), referred to hereafter simply as
in sun angle, cloud cover, or topography. At the spectral the finite approximation. The result of the approximation
sampling interval typical of hyperspectral systems, deriva- is dependent on the resolution (band separation) and the
tives should also be relatively less sensitive to the spec- filter size or bandwidth (Philpot, 1991). Another benefit
tral variations of sunlight and skylight. Nonetheless, only of using the numerical, finite approximation is that it is
a few researchers so far have addressed applications of straightforward in computation and is less likely to intro-
spectral derivatives in remote sensing (Demetriades-Shah duce artifacts—a possible side effect of applying polyno-
et al., 1990; Peñuelas et al., 1994; Philpot, 1991). Al- mial curve-fitting procedures.though some of these studies have used high-order deriv-

The purpose of this study was to 1) treat remotelyatives (Butler and Hopkins, 1970), first- and second-
sensed hyperspectral data as truly spectrally continuousorder derivatives have been the most common. In addi-
data and 2) develop a set of spectral analysis tools basedtion, whether in analytical spectroscopy or in remote
on the use of spectral derivatives. These tools were de-sensing, most of the studies using spectral derivative
signed specifically for dealing with fine resolution, spec-analysis were directed toward particular applications,
trally continuous data. Emphasis was placed on exploringsuch as research on water constituent concentration of
appropriate algorithms for smoothing spectra (noise re-freshwater lakes (Dick and Miller, 1991), correction of
duction) and calculating derivatives with the goal of ex-atmospheric effects (Philpot, 1991), band decomposition
tracting subtle spectral features. The scaling effects that(Huguenin and Jones, 1986), and estimation of suspended
occur in derivatives as the sampling interval changessediment concentration (Chen and Curran, 1992).
were also examined. Spectra of targets with strong spec-Because of the inherent differences between labora-
tral variability in remote sensing data were the focus oftory spectroscopic analysis and remote sensing analysis,
this study.several problems arise when applying derivative analysis

It is hoped that with these exploratory tools oneto remote sensing data. Derivatives are notoriously sensi-
would be able to smooth hyperspectral data, obtain de-tive to noise. Thus, smoothing or otherwise minimizing
rivatives of any order, and extract useful spectral featuresrandom noise is a major issue. Among the various meth-
for further analysis. More importantly, these operationsods for smoothing spectral data, algorithms based on
would be performed with no need to assume that theleast-square fits are most commonly selected. Perhaps
data consisted of homogeneous pixels or were generatedthe most common method is that of Savitzky and Golay
in highly controlled environments. The eventual goal is(1964) which provides a simplified least square proce-
to apply these algorithms and tools to the analysis of im-dure for simultaneously smoothing and differentiating
age data. However, for the sake of reducing the compu-of data.
tation time, high resolution and spectrally continuousThe Savitzky–Golay least-square-fitting procedure
spectra of vegetation collected in laboratories and severalimplicitly assumes that random noise has similar charac-

teristics throughout the spectrum and that it can be han- synthetic spectra were used as test data.
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METHODOLOGY tion is based on equations presented by Madden (1978).
Madden’s equations overcome the limit of 25 points forSeveral computation modules were developed in MAT- a smoothing array and use one equation for each orderLAB (Mathworks, 1993) script for analyzing hyperspec- of derivatives. Following Madden (1978) Eq. (1) can betral data in this study. With these modules, known collec- rewritten as Eq. (2):tively as HyperSpec,1 one can smooth high resolution,

spectrally continuous spectra, compute derivatives of dif- Y*j 5 o
m

i52m

P(0)
i Yj1i, (2)

ferent orders and at different sampling intervals. Four
options were developed for smoothing and derivative cal- where P(0)

i is the coefficient for the ith point of the filter
culation: 1) Savitzky–Golay smoothing and derivative in the zeroth order of derivative computation. Yj is the
computation, 2) Kawata–Minami smoothing and finite midpoint of the smoothing array (window). Accordingly,
approximation derivative computation, 3) mean-filter the smoothed qth-order derivative of the midpoint is
smoothing and finite approximation derivative computa- then represented as Eq. (3):
tion, and 4) Savitzky–Golay smoothing and finite approxi-
mation derivative computation. dqYj

dxq
5 o

m

i52m

P(q)
i Yj1i. (3)

Savitzky–Golay Smoothing and Madden’s equations allow calculation of the coefficients
Derivative Computation of least-square-fit convolution from zeroth order to the

sixth order of smoothed derivatives.Savitzky and Golay (1964) used simplified least-square-
A derivative spectrum can be generated by applyingfit convolution for smoothing and computing derivatives

the procedures described above for calculating theof a set of consecutive values (a spectrum). The general
smoothed derivative of the midpoint of the smoothingequation of the simplified least square convolution can
array over the spectrum. However, since the proceduresbe represented as follows:
cannot be applied correctly at the ends of the spectrum,
the resultant spectrum is shorter than the original by the
width of the filter.Y*j 5

o
m

i52m

CiYj1i

N
, (1)

Kawata and Minami’s Linear Leastwhere Y is the original spectrum, Y* is the resultant
Mean-Square Smoothing(smoothed) spectrum, Ci is the coefficient for the ith

spectral value of the filter (smoothing window), and N is Kawata and Minami (1984) presented an alternative al-
the number of convoluting integers. The index j is the gorithm for smoothing spectral data. Their algorithm is
running index of the original ordinate data table. The also based on the least mean-square process but attempts
smoothing array (filter size) consists of 2m11 points, to account explicitly for random noise that may vary with

wavelength. The observed spectrum r(k) can be de-where m is the half-width of the smoothing window. Sav-
scribed as the sum of the true signal of the spectrum,itzky and Golay (1964) provided several tables of coeffi-
s(k), plus the noise n(k) in Eq. (4):cient values. Corrections to errors in the original pub-

lished tables were provided by Steinier et al. (1972). r(k)5s(k)1n(k), (4)
From the point of view of computerized hyperspectral

where k denotes a wavelength or a wavenumber. Theanalysis, these tables have two disadvantages. First, for
purpose of the smoothing process is merely to obtain anapplications using limited combinations of derivative and
accurate s(k) from the observed spectrum r(k). Ideallypolynomial orders, the table lookup approach might be
the noise spectrum would be determined experimentallyefficient, provided all lookup tables have been con-
or derived for a particular instrument and experimentalstructed and computerized in advance. However, for ap-
situation. For the purpose of this study, noise is assumedplications which require exploring the spectra in various
to be stationary random with zero mean and constantorders of derivatives and polynomials, a general analytical
variance. The estimated noise-free spectrum ŝ(k) canform for calculation would be preferable. Second, the ta-
then be expressed in terms of the current value of thebles provided by Savitzky and Golay have a limit of up
observed data in Eq. (5):to 25 points for a smoothing array (m512).

This study does not employ a “universal” equation ŝ(k)5f(k)r(k)1g(k). (5)
that is available for unlimited points in any order of de-
rivative, nor does it use Savitzky and Golay’s (Savitzky Mean Filter Smoothing
and Golay, 1964) tables directly. Instead, the computa-

A mean filter simply takes the mean spectral value of all
points within the specified window as the new value of
the middle point of the window in Eq. (6)1 HyperSpec was developed as an exploratory tool for use in this

study and was not prepared as a public release. However, readers who
are interested in obtaining a copy of the module can contact the au- ŝ(kj)5os(ki)

n
, (6)

thors directly.
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where n (number of sampling points) is the filter size
and j is the index of the middle point of the filter. If the
user specifies an even number of points as the filter size,
the mean is assigned as the new value of the nearest
point right of the center (longer wavelength).

Finite Approximation
Finite approximation can be used to estimate derivatives
by suitable difference schemes in accordance with a fi-
nite band resolution, Dk. In this study, the first derivative
is estimated by Eq. (7):

ds
dku

i

≈
s(ki)2s(kj)

Dk
, (7)

where Dk is the separation between adjacent bands,
Dk5kj2ki and kj.ki, and the interval between bands is
assumed to be constant. The second derivative can be
derived from the first derivative as in Eq. (8):

d2s
dk2u

j

5
d

dk1
ds
dk2u

j

≈
s(ki)22s(kj)1s(kk)

(Dk)2
(8)

Figure 1. Results of smoothing in HyperSpec: filter size57where Dk5kk2kj5kj2ki, kk.kj.ki. points. a) Original spectra; b) Savitzky–Golay smoothing;
Accordingly, higher-order derivatives are computed c) Kawata–Minami smoothing; d) mean filter smoothing.

iteratively and any order of derivative is accessible using
the finite approximation. In general, the nth derivative

derivatives were obtained. As the filter size increases,can be represented as
however, spectral details may also be suppressed.

Figure 1 shows the results of the smoothing of rice
reflectance spectra collected using a MSR-7000 spec-

dns
dknu

j

5
d

dk1
d(n21)s
dk(n21)25···≈s(ki)2···1s(ki1n)

(Dk)n
5

o
i1n

i
Ck s(kk)

(Dk)n
(9)

trometer (Opt Research Inc.), with a wavelength range
from 280 nm to 2500 nm by 1 nm, at the same filter sizewhere j5(2i1n)/2, if (2i1n) is even, or j5(2i1n11)/2,
for each of the three methods. The mean filter algorithmif (2i1n) is odd; this means that if the position of the
achieved the strongest smoothing effect but probablyresultant derivative falls between sampling points, it is
also suppressed more details than the other algorithms.assigned to the sampling point at the next larger wave-
In contrast, the Kawata–Minami algorithm did not re-length or wavenumber. The coefficients Ck are calculated
move much noise. Noise suppression in the Kawata–using an iteration scheme.
Minami procedure is based on an estimation of machine
(random) noise. The greater the noise, the more the
smoothing. Realistically, machine noise will be a functionRESULTS
of wavelength and sometimes of amplitude; however,

Smoothing noise was assumed to have constant variance with wave-
All smoothing approaches remove random noise from length in the example in Figure 1. While the selected
spectra regardless of whether or not derivative computa- noise value appears to have been appropriate for wave-
tion has been specified. Savitzky and Golay (1964) and lengths less than 750 nm, it may have been an underesti-
Kawata and Minami (1984) both smooth spectra by con- mate for wavelengths greater than 750 nm, with the re-
volving a spectrum with a shaped filter in order to mini- sult that the spectrum remains noisy in this range.
mize the effect on spectral details. In contrast, the mean- There is always a trade-off between noise removal
filter removes noise using a simple average of points and the ability to resolve fine spectral detail. Ideal
within the filter window. The primary factor controlling smoothing will remove noise without altering real spec-
the extent of smoothing is the size (bandwidth) of the tral features, and the optimal filter size for approaching
filter window used for convolution or averaging. In gen- this ideal depends both on the particular spectra and on
eral, the greater the size of the filter window, the the smoothing algorithm. For the rice spectra in Figure
smoother the result. In this study, no quantitative mea- 1, a minimum of five points as the filter size was re-
sure of noise was implemented. Instead, the filter size quired to produce usable derivative spectra.

The mean-filter algorithm will not perform as wellwas increased gradually until relatively smooth spectra or
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as Savitzky–Golay or Kawata–Minami filtering when the
spectral features are smaller than or on the same order
as the filter size. Indeed, the Savitzky–Golay and Ka-
wata–Minami procedures were developed precisely be-
cause a simple mean (boxcar, bandpass) filter would be
unable to discriminate between signal and noise in those
cases. When the spectral features are broad and the
noise is relatively high frequency compared to the real
spectral features, there should be little significant differ-
ence among the three methods. The other smoothing
methods were explored because it was hoped that there
will be more useful information in some of the higher
spectral resolution remote sensing data. However, for the
data used in the examples presented here, one should
not expect much difference among the filtering methods.
In the following examples, the mean-filter smoothing al-
gorithm is used most often, because it is straightforward
and requires the least time for computation.

Derivative Analysis
Interactive derivative analysis was the primary focus of
this study; an example is displayed in Figure 2. Figure
2a shows a set of reflectance spectra of soybean plants
over the wavelength range of 400–800 nm (Adams et al.,
1995), while Figures 2b and 2c are second-order deriva-
tives of the same soybean spectra at different band sepa-
rations. These spectra are from soybean plants provided
with different levels of manganese ranging from suffi- Figure 2. Derivative spectra of manganese treated soybean
cient to deficient. Plants with sufficient manganese were plants using mean-filter smoothing and finite approximation

at b) 1 and c) 25 sampling intervals. The reflectance valueshealthy and green. Plants deficient in manganese grew
in a) were measured relative to a Kodak garycard (18%slowly and were chlorotic (Adams et al., 1995). The de-
reflectance).rivative spectra were generated using mean-filter smooth-

ing in conjunction with the finite approximation algo-
rithm. As shown in Figure 2a and 2b, although the was increased to 25 sampling intervals (Dk≈75 nm). As
original spectra differ in magnitude between 500 nm and might be expected, the small fluctuations between 550
650 nm, they have almost identical values of the second nm and 650 nm which were apparent at the smaller
order derivative over the same wavelength range. Several band separations have disappeared. On the other hand,
interesting spectral features are apparent in the deriva- the spectra now fall into several groups, indicating that
tive spectra that were obscure in the original spectra. For there are distinguishing features in the shapes of these
example, there are subtle changes in curvature between spectra at this sampling interval. For example, at about
550 nm and 650 nm that are consistent over the entire 580 nm in Figure 2c, the second derivatives divide into
set of spectra. These changes appear as a shift from posi- two groups. This indicates that the original spectra at this
tive (at 575 nm) to negative (at 600 nm) to positive (at wavelength have two ranges of curvature. One group of
625 nm) values in the second derivative indicating spectra has second derivatives that are close to zero, cor-
changes in curvature from concave up to concave down responding to spectra that are nearly flat at these wave-
and back to concave up, indicating subtle, consistent lengths; the other group has second derivatives with
variations in reflectance. more negative values, indicating that the original spectra

With the finite approximation, the spectral details have a concave down shape. The implication is that dis-
revealed in the derivative spectra are a function of the tinguishing spectral features occur at different wave-
band separation Dk. In Figure 2b, the band separation length scales (as determined by the band separation, Dk)
is fixed at one sampling interval. (The actual sampling and that the derivative will extract different information
interval varies with wavelength—a characteristic of the dependent on the choice of Dk. For the manganese
radiometer—and is between 2.5 nm and 3.1 nm for the treated soybean spectra, since chlorophyll concentrations
plotted wavelength range.) Figure 2c displays the same are directly related to manganese treatment, the differ-

ences in chlorophyll concentrations of the spectra aresecond derivative spectra except that the band separation
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Figure 4. The shift effect of spectral features in a series
of band separations. Spectra are displaced vertically in order
to demostrate the spectral shift introduced by the changing
band separations: a) a spectrum of manganese treated soybean
measured relative to a Kodak graycard (18% reflectance); b)
second derivatives calculated with Sovitzky–Golay smoothing
(polynomial order 2, filter size 5) and finite approximation
with band separations from 5 to 40 sampling intervals by
5 intervals.

Figure 3. Enhancement effects in finite approximation
algorithm. interpretations when comparing spectra analyzed at dif-

ferent band separations.
Another shortcoming of using wide band separations

is that, because the finite approximation calculates theprobably the cause of these spectral differences (Adams
derivative value of the middle point of a wavelengthet al., 1995).
range, it is not possible to compute derivatives near theAs the band separation Dk increases, the magnitude
beginning or ending of the original spectra. If the deriva-of the spectral derivatives will be depressed because the
tive calculation requires samples over a bandwidth Dk,derivatives are normalized by a power of Dk in the finite then derivatives cannot be calculated at wavelengths

approximation [Eq. (9)]. This is illustrated in Figure 3a, closer than Dk to the end points of the original spectra.
which shows the second derivative for a single spectrum Band separation also causes other deviations of spec-
computed for several values of Dk. Clearly, the magni- tral features. One of them is the displacement of spectral
tude of the derivative is damped as the band separation attributes in the wavelength domain if the original spec-
increases. In order to facilitate visual comparison of the trum is not symmetric. Figure 4 presents one of the re-
derivatives as Dk increases, the finite approximation was flectance spectra used in Figure 2 and its enhanced sec-
“enhanced” by replacing the denominator of Eq. (9) with ond order derivatives at a series of band separations from
the band separation, Dk, regardless the order of the de- five sampling intervals to 40 sampling intervals at a five-
rivatives. Figure 3b shows the same sequence of second interval increment. Derivative spectra in this figure are
derivatives as Figure 3a, but with the enhancement. The displaced vertically in order to demonstrate the spectral
spectra are now more comparable, and the spectral detail shift introduced by changing band separation. The posi-
at larger band separations is more apparent. This en- tions of the significant valley point vary from around 700
hancement is an empirical choice based on experience nm toward 750 nm and the peak at about 680 nm shifts
with computing and comparing many different orders of toward shorter wavelengths. Other shifts toward longer

or shorter wavelengths also occur over the spectra to-derivative spectra and was used only to simplify visual
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Table 1. Parameters of the Six Constituents of the Synthetic
Spectrum Displayed in Figure 5

Band Peak Position Peak Value (%) Half-Width

1 9500 30 2355
2 11,500 42 3040
3 14,500 30 1990
4 16,000 34 2150
5 18,500 60 2033
6 20,500 80 2150

gether with a loss of spectral detail. This generally repre-
sents a loss of high resolution information. Alternatively,
it also represents the spectral structure at a different
scale. This effect is illustrated in the following example
application. Figure 5. Synthetic spectrum (solid line) composed of six

Gaussian constituents [(---) see Table 1].
An Example of Derivative Applications
(Band Decomposition)

band positions at 9500 cm21, 14,500 cm21, 18,500 cm21
Huguenin and Jones (1986) introduced an algorithm for

and 20,500 cm21, and located the fourth peak (16,000detecting the absorption band positions from reflectance
cm21) slightly lower than it was supposed to be, but mis-spectra—a form of spectral decomposition—using deriv-
allocated the position of 11,500 cm21. In fact, this resultative analysis. The criteria for determining the occur-
is very close to and even slightly improves upon the testrence of an absorption band position is that the fifth de-
result of Huguenin and Jones (1986), which located therivative of the spectrum equals zero, the fourth
absorption band positions at 9500 cm21, 14,500 cm21,derivative is positive, and the second derivative is nega-

tive. These criteria and a synthetic spectrum used by
Huguenin and Jones (1986) are used here to test the

Figure 6. The second (top), fourth (middle), and fifth (bot-performance of HyperSpec procedures in detecting the tom) derivatives of the synthetic spectrum (Fig. 5). The six
original peak positions of the subspectra that compose solid vertical lines indicate the peak positions of the six con-
the synthetic spectrum. The spectrum was composed of stituents.
six overlapping Gaussian curves, each with a different
mean, peak strength, and half-width (full width at half
maximum, FWHM) values. Each Gaussian band can be
represented as Eq. (10):

f(k)5h*exp[20.5*(k2k0)2/r2], (10)

where h is the peak strength, k0 is the position of mean
center, and r is the standard deviation of the distribution
function, whose value, in this case, was generated from
the predetermined half-width in Eq. (11):

W52*(2*ln 2)1/2r. (11)

Wavenumber (cm21) is used here to be consistent
with Huguenin and Jones (1986). The band resolution
for generating the synthetic spectrum is one wavenum-
ber. Table 1 lists the values of band center, maximum
band strength, and half-width of the six elementary
Gaussian bands. Figure 5 shows the six elementary spec-
tra and the composite spectrum.

The mean-filter smoothed, finite approximation algo-
rithm was selected to examine the various orders of de-
rivatives. Figure 6 combines the results of the second,
fourth, and fifth derivatives with a filter size of 11 sam-
pling points and band separation of 50 cm21. It illustrates
that HyperSpec successfully identified the absorption
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Table 2. Parameters of the Five Constituents of the Synthetic
Spectrum Displayed in Figure 7

Band Peak Position Peak Value (%) Half-Width

1 1250 30 230
2 1600 5 50
3 1750 60 650
4 1900 5 50
5 2350 50 210

and 20,500 cm21, but lost the precision at 11,500 cm21

and 20,500 cm21 in the fifth derivative and 16,000 cm21

in the second derivative.
The finite band separation used in the finite approxi-

mation algorithm is a potential source of error in the de-
rivative computation. Spectral features that are narrower
than the band separation will be lost. In this case,
smoothing will further decrease the sensitivity of the fi-
nite approximation. On the other hand, as long as the
spectral feature of interest is larger than the band sepa-
ration, it should be detected by the finite approximation
derivative, and finer scale noise will be reduced. To test
this hypothesis, another synthetic spectrum was con-
structed as described in Table 2 and Figure 7. This time
the computation was performed in terms of wavelength,

Figure 8. Zero-crossing positions in the fifth derivatives ofand the sampling resolution was taken to be 10 nm. It synthetic spectrum (Fig. 7) at band separation 1, 5, 10, 15,
is a spectrum composed of five constituent Gaussian fea- 20, and 30 sampling intervals (10 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm,
tures, two of which (the second and the fourth features) 150 nm, 200 nm, and 300 nm).
are much smaller in amplitude and width than the other
three features.

nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, 200 nm, and 300 nm, respectively).Assume that the two smallest features are artifacts
From Table 2, the peak positions of two artifacts are 150and that the central peak is the primary feature of inter-
nm less and greater than the feature centered at 1750est. Further assume that the critical factor for detecting
nm. When the band separation is smaller than the dis-the feature positions is the zero-crossing of the fifth de-
tance between the noise peak and the center of the thirdrivative. Figure 8 shows the results of the fifth deriva-
band (Dk510 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm), the zero-cross-tives of the synthetic spectrum at band separations of 1,
ings in the fifth derivative occur almost exactly at the5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 sampling intervals (Dk510 nm, 50
three central peak positions. When the band separation
is equal to 150 nm, zero-crossings still occur close to the

Figure 7. Synthetic spectrum (solid line) composed of five peak of the artifacts. (Note, as discussed before, that if
Gaussian constituents [(---) see Table 2]. a derivative occurs at the middle of two adjacent sam-

pling points it is actually assigned to the closest right
neighboring point. Therefore, the derivative curves at
Dk51, 5 and 15 sampling intervals in Fig. 8 are right-
shifted.) As Dk approaches and then exceeds the distance
between the artifact center and the neighboring spectral
feature, the effect of the artifact on the derivative first
diminishes and then disappears. This appears as a change
of the derivative to a simpler, smoother curve as Dk in-
creases. This quasi-smoothing effect is a direct result of
the wide band separation. As described in Eq. (9), the
estimated derivative is proportional to 1/(Dk)n, where n
is the order of derivative. As Dk increases, the artifact
has less influence on the derivative. If the band separa-
tion Dk is greater than the distance between a “noise”
center and the adjacent feature, the “noise” becomes un-
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detectable. As a result, in Figure 8, the derivative at 20
sampling intervals (200 nm) loses both “noise” positions.

This scaling effect of Dk provides an additional ad-
vantage for using the finite approximation algorithm.
That is, by selecting a suitable value of Dk, features
smaller than Dk, whether noise or otherwise, will be lost
while features at the scale of Dk will be enhanced. The
best band separation depends on the scale of features to
be detected, the orders of derivatives and the purposes
of the analysis. The effect of using Dk to match the scale
of the desired spectral feature was already illustrated in
Figures 2b and 2c.

In real applications, the Huguenin and Jones (1986)
criteria for locating absorption band positions can be
very helpful in identifying spectral features in complex
laboratory or remotely sensed data. Figure 9 shows a
portion of a soybean leaf fluorescence spectrum at exci-
tation wavelength of 337 nm (Philpot et al., 1996) and
its second, fourth, and fifth derivatives. The plant had
been subject to diesel treatment for simulating the effect
of diesel exhaust pollution. The spectrum was smoothed
using the mean filter algorithm with a filter size of 11
sampling points. Derivatives were then computed using
the finite approximation at a band separation of 16 nm
(eight sampling intervals for this data set). From this fig-
ure, the peak at 600 nm was identified with no difficulty.
A second feature, one which was inconspicuous in the
original spectrum, was located around 530 nm. This
matches the observation of Lang et al. (1992) who sug-
gest that a shoulder of blue-green fluorescence emission

Figure 9. Fluorescence spectrum of a soybean leaf withoccurs at wavelength about 525 nm due to the fluores-
diesel treatment at excitation wavelength of 337 nm and

cence emission from the inner leaf material. its derivatives.
There is ambiguity in detecting the band position at

450 nm. In the fifth derivative, there are four zero-cross-
ings near 450 nm. All four positions fulfill the criteria of to disappear and the two local peaks are expected to in-

corporate into one peak. Thus, 450 nm would be identi-the occurrence of an absorption band. However, if the
criteria are modified such that the fifth derivative equals fied as an absorption band position even according to the

expanded criteria.zero, the fourth derivative is positive and at or near a
local maximum (i.e., within the range defined by The test of absorption band position detection in the

soybean fluorescence spectrum demonstrates the pro-FWHM), and the second derivative is negative and at or
near a local minimum, the interpretation changes. Applying posed use of the tools developed in this research: explor-

ing the spectra carefully to discover subtle spectral fea-these expanded criteria to the data in Figure 9, the possi-
bility of a band peak at 490 nm is now excluded because tures and then using other analysis tools to verify the

detected potential features. As discussed before, the per-the second derivative is beyond the FWHM of the local
minimum, and the occurrence of band position at 450 formance of the developed tools depends on iterative ex-

amination of the spectra to select suitable parametersnm is no longer sustained because the fourth derivative
at 450 nm is in a local minimum, although the value is (method for smoothing, filter size, band separation, etc.)

for each particular set of spectral data and for each spe-positive. Instead, both 440 nm and 460 nm would be
considered as potential absorption band positions, in cific purpose of the analysis.
spite of the fact that there is no evidence in the fluores-
cence literature supporting the presence of more than SUMMARYone peak around 450 nm in the soybean spectra. It is
possible that the ambiguity results from an improper se- Hyperspectral derivative analysis on several test spectra

for exploring subtle spectral features has been described.lection of band separation or filter size. According to
Figure 9, if the band separation is increased, the local The tools developed in this study adopt several smooth-

ing and derivative algorithms commonly used in the fieldminimum at 450 nm in the fourth derivative is expected
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of spectroscopy. These algorithms are modified for use structure to speed up the process for handling
with remote sensing data rather than typical spectro- large hyperspectral images.
scopic data. A key issue is to allow users to adapt the 6. Establish the connections between the analysis
filter size to optimize noise reduction and to adjust the modules and an appropriate visualization utility as
effective sampling interval (band separation) to better well as the linkages with other relevant analysis
match the scale of the spectral features of interest. applications.

Filter size is the principal factor affecting the results
in the three smoothing methods used in this research.
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